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Abstract
Modifications of Bauer–Fike type and Weyl type perturbation theorems are presented for
matrix eigenvalue and singular value problems. It is shown that the conditions of the present-
ed theorems can be rigorously checked by floating point computation with rounding mode
control. It is stressed that verification programs can be easily constructed on usual numerical
softwares like MATLAB. Computational cost of obtaining rigorous error bounds for computed
eigenvalues is shown to be 6n3 flops for a real symmetric n  n matrix. © 2001 Elsevier
Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we are concerned with accuracy of calculated eigenvalues for
Ax D x; (1)
where A is an n  n matrix,  an eigenvalue and x is an eigenvector. Numerical
softwares usually produce an approximation Q of an eigenvalue of A. In this paper,
we shall discuss how to verify the existence of a true eigenvalue  of (1) near Q and
how to get a rigorous error bound between Q and .
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For the purpose, we assume that one can control rounding mode of floating point
arithmetic in computer. Since nowadays IEEE standard 754 of floating point num-
bers is widely accepted, this assumption is not restrictive. Then, we shall show that
for a given n  n real matrices B, C, D and E whose elements are floating point
numbers, a very sharp upper bound of kBCD − Ek1 can be calculated rigorously
via floating point arithmetic computation under suitably controlled rounding mode.
Here k  k1 stands for the matrix norm derived from the maximum norm. We shall
show that only six changes of rounding mode are sufficient for this computation. We
note that in order to keep readability of algorithms we shall introduce subroutines
(or functions by MATLAB’s terminology). The count of changes of rounding mode is
based on an algorithm utilizing such subroutines. If we expand subroutines, only four
changes of rounding mode is sufficient. This types of comments hold similarly for
all algorithms presented in the paper. Then, we modify usual perturbation results for
matrix eigenvalues suited for this rounding mode controlled verified computation.
We shall show that verification of existence of a true eigenvalue  of (1) near Q
and a rigorous error bound between Q and  can be obtained via rounding mode
controlled computation based on such modified perturbation theory.
2. Rounding mode controlled computation
In this section, we shall show that for given n  n real matrices B, C, D and E
whose elements are floating point numbers, a very sharp upper bound of kBCD −
Ek1 can be calculated rigorously via floating point arithmetic computation under
suitably controlled rounding mode. This type of computation has been introduced by
Oishi (the present author) and Rump in [1].
2.1. Floating point system
Let us start with discussions on floating point numbers. Let R be the set of real
numbers. Let F be a set of floating point numbers. In the following, we assume that
the floating point system considered in this paper satisfies the following assumptions.
The floating point systems abiding by the IEEE 754 floating point standard satisfy
these assumptions.
First, we assume that F is symmetric, i.e., x 2 F ) −x 2 F, such that jxj is exact
for x 2 F.
Let c 2 R. We next assume that the following two types of rounding modes are
defined:
(1) Rounding to −1: Round c 2 R to the largest floating point number f 2 F satis-
fying f 6 c. We represent it by 5 V R ! F.
(2) Rounding to C1: Round c 2 R to the smallest floating point number f satisfying
f > c. We represent it by 4 V R ! F.
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We denote the rounding operator as © V R ! F. Then, © is one of 4 and 5.
Then, we assume that the floating point arithmetic is defined through the follow-
ing formula. For  2 fC;−;; = g and © 2 f4;5g,
x
J
y D ©.x  y/ .for any x; y 2 F/; (2)
where on the left-hand side,
J
means the floating point arithmetic and in the right-
hand side of this equation, x  y represents the ordinary real arithmetic.
Moreover, we assume that in the rounding mode to C1 if we take a floating point
square root of any x 2 F, then it is greater than or equal to the ordinary square root
of x.
2.2. Verified upper bound of kBCD − Ek1
Let B; C; D and E be n  n real matrices with elements in F. We shall present al-
gorithms of computing rigorous upper bounds of kBC − Dk1 and kBCD − Ek1.
For this purpose, we need the following result. Let F , R, S be n  n matrices. If all
elements of R are nonnegative (in the following, R > 0 denotes this property), then
it is known that the following formula holds:
TF − R;F C RUS D TFS − R jSj; FS C R jSjU; (3)
where jSj is the matrix with the i-j elements jSij j, Sij being the i-j element of S.
The following MATLAB-like program calculates an inclusion of BC.
Algorithm 1.a. Rigorous inclusion of BC
function T P ;P U D prod.B;C/I
downI
P D B  CI
upI
P D B  CI
In Algorithm 1.a, the instruction up means to adopt the mode of rounding to
the C1 and the instruction down to adopt the mode of rounding to the −1. We
assume that once the rounding mode is changed, it remains unchanged until the next
instruction of changing rounding mode appears. Algorithm 1.a produces an inclusion
BC 2 T P;P U. Here P and P are matrices and T P;P U is an interval matrix. The
operation 2 for matrices stands for componentwise one.
The following MATLAB-like program calculates a rigorous upper bound of
kBC − Dk1.
Algorithm 1.b. Rigorous upper bound of kBC − Dk1
function b D errb.B;C;D/I
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T H;H U D prod.B;C/I
downI
H D H − DI
upI
H D H − DI
Hmax D maxfabs. H /; abs. H /gI
b D norm.Hmax; inf/I
In Algorithm 1.b, maxfabs. H /; abs. H /g produces the matrix with the i-j ele-
ment Hmaxij D maxfj Hij j; jHij jg. The instruction norm.Hmax; inf/ is to calculate
the kHmaxk1:
kHmaxk1 D max
16i6n
nX
jD1
jHmaxij j: (4)
Algorithm 1.b produces an inclusion BC − D 2 T H;H U. Moreover, the calcu-
lated value b becomes a rigorous upper bound of kBC − Dk1.
The following MATLAB-like program calculates n  n matrices F and R satisfying
T P;P U  TF − R;F C RU and R > 0:
Algorithm 1.c. Calculation of the center and the radius of T P ;P U
function TF;RU D cr. P ; P /I
upI
F D P C 0:5  .P − P /I
R D F − P I
Let A; F; R be n  n matrices with R > 0. The following MATLAB-like program
calculates n  n matrices D and D satisfying T D;D U  A  TF − R;F C RU:
Algorithm 1.d. Calculation of A  TF − R;F C RU
function T D;D U D iprod.A; F;R/I
G D abs.A/I
downI
D D A  F C .−G/  RI
upI
D D A  F C G  RI
In Algorithm 1.d, abs.A/ produces the matrix with the i-j elements jAij j, Aij
being the i-j element of the matrix A.
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Combining Algorithms 1.a–1.d with formula (3), we finally have the following
MATLAB-like program of calculating a rigorous upper bound of kBCD − Ek1:
Algorithm 1. Rigorous upper bound of kBCD − Ek1
function t D errt.B;C;D;E/I
T P;P U D prod.C;D/I
TF;RU D cr. P ; P /I
T H;H U D iprod.B; F;R/I
downI
H D H − EI
upI
H D H − EI
Hmax D maxfabs. H /; abs. H /gI
t D norm.Hmax; inf/I
Algorithm 1 produces an inclusion BCD − E 2 T H;H U. Moreover, the comput-
ed value t becomes a rigorous upper bound of kBCD − Ek1.
3. Perturbation theory for matrix eigenvalue
In order to derive mathematically rigorous results for matrix eigenvalues via nu-
merical computation, we have to modify the traditional perturbation theorems for
matrix eigenvalues. In this section, we shall present two such theorems related to the
Bauer–Fike theorem [2] and the Weyl theorem [3,4].
3.1. Bauer–Fike type perturbation theory
The following theorem is a modification of the Bauer–Fike theorem suited for
numerical inclusion of matrix eigenvalues.
Theorem 1. Let A be an n  n matrix with complex elements (we denote this fact
as A 2 Mn.C//. We assume that as a result of numerical computation we have a
diagonal matrix T 2 Mn.C/ and Q;P 2 Mn.C/ such that
QAP D T C E; QP D I C F; (5)
where E;F 2 Mn.C/ and I is the n  n identity matrix. Let  be an eigenvalue of
A. Then for every k  kp .p D 1; 2; : : :/ and k  k1 it holds that
min
j
jTjj − j 6 kEk C kAk  kFk: (6)
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Furthermore, if kFk < 1; there exists i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; ng such that
jTii − j 6 kEk C jTii j kFk1 − kFk : (7)
Proof. Let j .j D 1; 2; : : : ; n/ be diagonal elements, i.e., eigenvalues of T. Let
us estimate min16j6n j − j j. If  coincides with one of eigenvalues of T, then
min16j6n j − j j becomes 0. Thus, we assume that  does not coincide with any
eigenvalue of T. Now noticing A − I be singular, we have
.T − I/−1Q.A − I/P
D I − .T − I/−1.T − QAP C .QP − I//: (8)
Since the matrix expressed by the left-hand side of Eq. (8) is singular, it follows that
1 6
∥∥.T − I/−1.T − QAP C .QP − I//∥∥: (9)
From
∥∥.T − I/−1∥∥ D 1
min16j6n j − j j (10)
and
jj 6 kAk; (11)
we have Eq. (6).
For minj jTjj − j D jTii − j and " VD Tii − 
j"j D jTii − j 6 kT − QAPk C .jTii j C j"j/ k.QP − I/k
and thus (7) follows by (9). 
Remark 1. Let the value of the right-hand side of inequality (6) be estimated from
the above as ". Then it turns out that eigenvalues of A exist in
Sn
jD1fz 2 C:jj − zj 6 "g .j D 1; 2; : : :/.
3.2. Weyl type perturbation theory
The following theorem is a modification of the Weyl theorem suited for numerical
inclusion of matrix eigenvalues.
Theorem 2. Let A be an n  n real symmetric matrix. We assume that as a result
of numerical computation we have an n  n real symmetric matrix D and an n  n
real matrix P such that
P tDP D A C E; P tP D I C F; (12)
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where E and F are matrices expressing computational errors. Here P t is the trans-
position of P. We assume that kFk2 < 1 so that P is invertible. Let Qi and i be
eigenvalues of D and A, respectively, such that
Q1 6    6 Qn; 1 6    6 n: (13)
Then the following estimation holds:
ji − Qi j 6 jQi j kFk2 C kEk2: (14)
In order to prove Theorem 2, we need two lemmas.
Lemma 1 (Weyl (for example, see [3, 4])). Let A and A C E are both real symmetric
matrices and if
1 6    6 n; O1 6    6 On; (15)
then the following estimation holds:
ji − Oi j 6 kEk2: (16)
Lemma 2 T5U. Let real symmetric matrices D and QD D P tDP have eigenvalues Qi
and Oi; respectively, such that
Q1 6    6 Qn; O1 6    6 On: (17)
If an n  n real matrix P is nonsingular, then
jOi − Qi j 6 jQi j kP tP − Ik2: (18)
Proof of Theorem 2. Let Qi , Oi and i be the eigenvalues of D, P tDP and A, re-
spectively, such that
Q1 6    6 Qn; O1 6    6 On; 1 6    6 n: (19)
Using Lemmas 1 and 2, we have
ji − Qi j 6 ji − Oi j C jOi − Qi j 6 jQi j kFk2 C kEk2:  (20)
3.3. Perturbation theory for singular values
From Theorem 2, we immediately have:
Theorem 3. Let B be an m  n real matrix. We assume that as a result of numerical
computation we have an m  n real matrix D, an m  m real matrix Y and an n  n
real matrix X such that
Y tDX D B C E; XtX − I D F; Y tY − I D G; (21)
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where E, F and G are matrices expressing computational errors. We assume that
kFk2 < 1 and kGk2 < 1 so that X and Y are invertible. Let Qi and i be singular
values of B and D, respectively, such that
Q1 >    > Qn > 0; 1 >    > n > 0: (22)
Then the following estimation holds:
ji − Qi j 6 j Qi j maxfkFk2; kGk2g C kEk2: (23)
Proof of Theorem 3. Let
A D

O B t
B O

: (24)
The matrix A becomes a real symmetric matrix. It is well known that for any matrix
B, eigenvalues of A are the singular values of B, their negatives, and some zeros [6,
p. 213]. Let
P D

X O
O Y

(25)
and
D D

O Dt
D O

: (26)
From Eqs. (21) we have
P tDP D A C QE; P tP D I C

F O
O G

; (27)
where
QE D

O Et
E O

(28)
and O is the zero matrix with a suitable size. Thus, noticing k QEk2 D kEk2, from
Theorem 2, we have a desired result. 
4. Verification of matrix eigenvalues and singular values
In this section, we shall present algorithms for calculating inclusions of all ei-
genvalues or singular values of matrices as an application of the results obtained in
Section 3.
4.1. Application of Bauer–Fike type theorem
Let A 2 Mn.C/. If we calculate numerically all eigenvalues and corresponding
eigenvectors of A, then we have a diagonal matrix T whose diagonal elements are
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approximate eigenvalues of A and an n  n matrix P whose column vectors are cor-
responding approximate eigenvectors. Thus, we can expect AP  PT . Since P is an
approximation obtained by numerical computation, it is usual that P is regular. For
example, let us consider
A D
0
@1 1 00 1 1
0 0 1
1
A: (29)
The GNU free software Octave gives
T D
0
@1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
1
A;
(30)
P D
0
@1 −1 10 4:44      10−16 −4:44      10−16
0 0 1:97      10−31
1
A:
It is noted that numerical errors make P regular.
Let Q be an approximation of P−1 obtained by numerical computation. Thus, it is
reasonable to assume that as a result of numerical computation, we have a diagonal
matrix T 2 Mn.C/ and Q;P 2 Mn.C/ such that
QAP D T C E; QP D I C F; (31)
where E;F 2 Mn.C/ represents computational errors. Then, from Theorem 1 for
every k  kp .1 6 p 6 1/, we have inclusions of eigenvalues of A as
min
j
jTjj − j 6 kEk C kAk  kFk: (32)
Now, let us show an algorithm for estimating kEk1 C kAk1  kFk1. For this pur-
pose, we first show an algorithm of calculating an inclusion of the product of two
complex matrices A;B 2 Mn.C/:
Algorithm 2.a. Calculation of an inclusion of A  B
function T RE;RE; IM; IM U D cprod.A;B/
Ar D real.A/I Ai D imag.A/I
Br D real.B/I Bi D imag.B/I
downI
RE D Ar  Br C .−Ai/  BiI
IM D Ar  Bi C Ai  BrI
upI
RE D Ar  Br C .−Ai/  BiI
IM D Ar  Bi C Ai  BrI
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Algorithm 2.a produces real n  n matrices RE;RE; IM; IM such that
A  B  T RE;RE U C
p−1T IM; IM U; (33)
where real.A/ and imag.A/ are operations to take the real part and the imaginary
part of a complex matrix A, respectively.
We next show a MATLAB-like program for estimating a rigorous upper bound of
kBC − Ik1 for complex matrices B;C 2 Mn.C/:
Algorithm 2.b. Rigorous upper bound of kBC − Ik1
function d D cerrb.B;C; eye.n//I
T RE;RE; IM; IM U D cprod.B;C/I
downI
R1 D RE − eye.n/I
upI
R1 D RE − eye.n/I
R1 D max.abs. R1 /; abs. R1 //I
I1 D max.abs. IM /; abs. IM //I
E D R1 C i  I1I
d D norm.E; inf/I
Furthermore, we show a MATLAB-like program of calculating a rigorous upper
bound of kBCD − Ek1 for complex matrices B;C;D;E 2 Mn.C/:
Algorithm 2.c. Rigorous upper bound of kBCD − Ek1
function c D cerrt.B;C;D;E/I
Br D real.B/I Bi D imag.B/I
Er D real.E/I Ei D imag.E/I
T RE;RE; IM; IM U D cprod.C;D/I
TRc;Rr U D cr. RE;RE /I TIc; Ir U D cr. IM; IM /I
T BrR;BrR U D iprod.Br; Rc; Rr/I
T .−Bi/I ; .−Bi/I U D iprod.−Bi; Ic; Ir /I
TBrI ; BrI U D iprod.Br; Ic; Ir /I
TBiR;BiR U D iprod.Bi; Rc; Rr/I
downI
R1 D BrR C .−Bi/I − ErI
I1 D BrI C BiR − EiI
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upI
R1 D BrR C .−Bi/I − ErI
I1 D BrI C BiR − EiI
R1 D max.abs. R1 /; abs. R1 //I
I1 D max.abs. I1 /; abs. I1 //I
T D R1 C i  I1I
c D norm.T ; inf/I
Then, the following is a MATLAB-like program of calculating a rigorous upper
bound of kEk1 C kAk1  kFk1 for a given A 2 Mn.C/:
Algorithm 2. Rigorous upper bound e of kEk1 C kAk1  kFk1
function e D vgeig.A/I
TP; T U D eig.A/I
Q D inv.P /I
e1 D cerrt.Q;A;P; T /I
f D cerrb.Q;P; eye.n//I
e D e1 C norm.A; inf/  f I
In Algorithm 2, A is an n  n complex matrix. The instruction eig.A/ is to cal-
culate eigenvalues of A. The result is returned into T and P, where T is a diagonal
matrix with diagonal elements being approximations of eigenvalues of A. The ma-
trix P consists of approximate eigenvectors. The instruction inv.P / is to calculate
an approximate inverse of P. The matrix eye.n/ is the n  n identity matrix. The
functions cerrb and cerrt are defined by Algorithms 2.b and 2.c, respectively.
Table 1 shows an example of calculating all eigenvalues by Algorithm 2. The
computer used in this paper has Pentium III 500 MHz CPU. The result is obtained by
GNU free software Octave. The quantity e calculated in the last line of Algorithm 2
represents a rigorous upper bound of kEk1 C kAk1  kFk1. In this table, in order
to show a typical order of a guaranteed upper bound e is calculated for a matrix
Table 1
Verification of all eigenvalues
Dimension n Computational time (s) Guaranteed upper bound e
50 0.4 1:1  10−10
100 3 3:6  10−10
150 11 1:5  10−9
200 31 3:7  10−9
250 64 1:7  10−8
300 107 4:1  10−8
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A D B C p−1C; (34)
where B and C are n  n matrices with entries being pseudo-random numbers uni-
formly distributed in T−1; 1U.
4.2. Application of Wyle type theorem
Let A be an n  n real symmetric matrix. In this section, we shall present an
algorithm of computing rigorous error bounds for all eigenvalues of A.
If we calculate numerically eigenvalues of A, then we may have a nearly orthog-
onal matrix P and a diagonal matrix D such that
PDP t D A C E; PP t D I C F: (35)
If kFk2 < 1 holds, Weyl type perturbation theorem (Theorem 2) gives a rigorous er-
ror bound between the eigenvalues of D and A. Namely, let Qi and i be eigenvalues
of D and A, respectively, such that
Q1 6    6 Qn; 1 6    6 n: (36)
Then we have inclusions of all eigenvalues of A as
i 2 Qi C
(jQi j kFk2 C kEk2T−1; 1U: (37)
The following is a MATLAB-like program of calculating a rigorous error bound
between i and Qi .
Algorithm 3. Rigorous error bound of computed eigenvalues
function e D vseig.A/I
TP;DU D eig.A/I
e1 D errt.P;D;P 0; A/I
f D errb.P; P 0; eye.n//I
upI
e D diag.abs.D/  f C e1  eye.n//I
In Algorithm 3, A is an n  n real symmetric matrix. P 0 is the transposition of P.
The instruction diag.D/ for a matrix D is to take the diagonal part of D. We note a
well-known fact that for any n  n real symmetric matrix A
kAk2 6 kAk1 (38)
holds. As seen from this program, the computational cost is 6n3 flops for verification.
Table 2 shows an example of calculating all eigenvalues by this program. The
result is obtained also by GNU free software Octave using the same computer. The
vector e calculated in the last line of the program represents a rigorous component-
wise error bound of computed eigenvalues. In this table, in order to show a typical
order of guaranteed bounds of errors, kek1 is calculated for a matrix
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Table 2
Verification of all eigenvalues
Dimension n Computational time (s) Guaranteed bound (kek1)
100 0.2 3:2  10−12
200 2 1:3  10−11
300 8 3:3  10−11
400 20 6:3  10−11
500 38 1:0  10−10
600 65 1:6  10−10
A D B C B
t
2
; (39)
where B is an n  n matrix whose entries are pseudo-random numbers uniformly
distributed in T−1; 1U.
4.3. Verification of matrix singular value
Let B be an m  n real matrix. In this section, we shall present an algorithm of
calculating a rigorous error bound for all singular values of B.
If we apply numerical singular value decomposition method to B, then we may
have a nearly orthogonal m  m real matrix Y and a nearly orthogonal n  n real
matrix X and an m  n real matrix D such that
Y tDX D B C E; XtX D I C F; Y tY D I C G (40)
with error terms E; F and G. If kFk2 < 1 and kGk2 < 1 hold, then the singular
value perturbation theorem (Theorem 3) presented in Section 3.3 gives a rigorous
error bound between the singular values of D and B. Namely, let Qi and i be singular
values of D and B, respectively, such that
Q1 >    > Qn > 0; 1 >    > n > 0: (41)
Then we have inclusions of all singular values of E as
i 2 Qi C .j Qi j max.kFk2; kGk2/ C kEk2/T−1; 1U: (42)
The following is a MATLAB-like program of calculating rigorous error bound be-
tween i and Qi .
Algorithm 4. Rigorous error bound of computed singular values
function e D vsvd.B/I
TY;D;XU D svd.B/I
e1 D errt.Y;D;X0; B/I
e2 D errb.Y; Y 0; eye.m//I
e3 D errb.X;X0; eye.n//I
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Table 3
Verification of all singular values
Dimension m .D 2n/ Computational time (s) Error bound kek1
100 0.2 1:9  10−12
200 1.2 9:0  10−12
300 5 2:2  10−11
400 12 4:4  10−11
500 22 7:4  10−11
600 38 1:1  10−10
ee D max.e2; e3/
upI
e D diag.abs.S/  ee C e1  eye.n//I (43)
We assume that an m  n real matrix B is given. The instruction svd.B/ is to
calculate singular value decomposition of B.
Table 3 shows an example of calculating all singular values by the method. The
result is obtained by GNU free software Octave. The vector e calculated in the last
line of the program represents a rigorous componentwise error bound of computed
singular values. In this table, in order to show a typical order of guaranteed bounds of
errors, kek1 is calculated for an m  n matrix B with entries being pseudo-random
numbers uniformly distributed in T−1; 1U.
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